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MODULI SPACE OF LOGARITHMIC CONNECTIONS SINGULAR
OVER A FINITE SUBSET OF A COMPACT RIEMANN SURFACE
ANOOP SINGH
Abstract. Let S be a finite subset of a compact connected Riemann surface X
of genus g ≥ 2. Let Mlc(n, d) denote the moduli space of pairs (E,D), where
E is a holomorphic vector bundle over X and D is a logarithmic connection on
E singular over S, with fixed residues in the centre of gl(n,C), where n and d
are mutually corpime. Let L denote a fixed line bundle with a logarithmic con-
nection DL singular over S. Let M′lc(n, d) and Mlc(n, L) be the moduli spaces
parametrising all pairs (E,D) such that underlying vector bundle E is stable and
(
∧
n
E, D˜) ∼= (L,DL) respectively. Let M′lc(n, L) ⊂Mlc(n, L) be the Zariski open
dense subset such that the underlying vector bundle is stable. We show that there
is a natural compactification ofM′
lc
(n, d) andM′
lc
(n, L) and compute their Picard
groups. We also show that M′
lc
(n, L) and hence Mlc(n, L) do not have any non-
constant algebraic functions but they admit non-constant holomorphic functions.
We also study the Picard group and algebraic functions on the moduli space of
logarithmic connections singular over S, with arbitrary residues.
1. Introduction
Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus(X) = g ≥ 2. Fix a finite subset
S = {x1, . . . , xm} of X such that xi 6= xj for all i 6= j. Let E be a holomorphic
vector bundle over X of rank n ≥ 1 and degree d, where n and d are mutually
coprime. For each j = 1, . . . , m, fix λj ∈ Q such that nλj ∈ Z. We consider the
pair (E,D), where D is a logarithmic connection in E singular over S with residues
Res(D, xj) = λj1E(xj). For the construction of the moduli space of logarithmic
connections, see [10], [16].
We have put the condition on the residue and on λj ∈ Q, that is, nλj ∈ Z, to
ensure the following
(1) The moduli space Mlc(n, d) 6= ∅ [see [4], Proposition 1.2].
(2) Under the monodromy representation ρ : π1(X0, x0) → SL(n,C), the image
of the path homotopy class of the loop γj around xj ∈ S based at x0, is a
diagonal matrix with entries exp(−2π√−1λj) [see section (3)].
In [5], the moduli space of rank n logarithmic connections singular exactly over
one point has been considered and several properties, like algebraic functions, com-
pactification and computation of Picard group have been studied. Also, the moduli
space of rank one logarithmic connections singular over finitely many points with
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fixed residues has been considered in [15], and it is proved that it has a natural
symplectic structure and there are no non-constant algebraic functions on it.
In the present article, our aim is to study the algebraic functions and Picard group
for the moduli space of rank n logarithmic connections singular over S with fixed
residues and hence, we end up generalising several results in [5].
Let U(n, d) denote the moduli space of all stable vector bundles of rank n and
degree d over X and Mlc(n, d) denote of the moduli space logarithmic connection
(E,D) singular over S with fixed residues Res(D, xj) = λj1E(xj) for all j = 1, . . . , m,
and M′lc(n, d) ⊂ Mlc(n, d) be the moduli space of logarithmic connection whose
underlying vector bundle is stable. We show that there is a natural compactification
of the moduli spaceM′lc(n, d). More precisely, we prove the following (see subsection
4.2 for the proof.)
Theorem 1.1. There exists an algebraic vector bundle π : Ξ → U(n, d) such that
M′lc(n, d) is embedded in P(Ξ) with P(Ξ) \M′lc(n, d) as the hyperplane at infinity.
Let U(n, d) denote the moduli space of all stable vector bundles over X . Then
U(n, d) is an irreducible smooth complex projective variety of dimension n2(g−1)+1
[see [13]].
Now, we have the natural homomorphism
p :M′lc(n, d)→ U(n, d) (1.1)
sending (E,D) to E. The morphism p induces a homomorphism
p∗ : Pic(U(n, d))→ Pic(M′lc(n, d)) (1.2)
of Picard groups, that sends an algebraic line bundle ξ over U(n, d) to an algebraic
line bundle p∗ξ over M′lc(n, d). Here, Pic(Y ) consists of algebraic line bundles over
Y , where Y is an algebraic variety over C. we show the following (see subsection 4.2
for the proof.)
Theorem 1.2. The homomorphism p∗ : Pic(U(n, d)) → Pic(M′lc(n, d)) is an iso-
morphism of groups.
Now, fix a holomorphic line bundle L over X of degree d, and fix a logarithmic
connection DL on L singular over S with residues Res(DL, xj) = nλj for all j =
1, . . . , m. LetMlc(n, L) ⊂Mlc(n, d) be the moduli space parametrising isomorphism
class of pairs (E,D) such that (
∧nE, D˜) ∼= (L,DL), where D˜ is the logarithmic
connection on
∧nE induced by D. Let M′lc(n, L) = Mlc(n, L) ∩ M′lc(n, d) and
UL(n, d) ⊂ U(n, d) be the moduli space of stable vector bundles with
∧nE ∼= L.
Similarly, we have a natural morphism
p0 :M′lc(n, L)→ UL(n, d) (1.3)
of varieties, that induces a homomorphism of Picard groups, and we have
Proposition 1.3. The homomorphism p∗0 : Pic(UL(n, d))→ Pic(M′lc(n, L)) defined
by ξ 7→ p∗0ξ is an isomorphism of groups.
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From [[13], Proposition 3.4], we have Pic(UL(n, d)) ∼= Z. Let Θ be the ample
generator of the group Pic(UL(n, d)). Then we have the Atiyah exact sequence (see
[1]) associated to the line bundle Θ over UL(n, d),
0→ OUL(n,d) ı−→ At(Θ) σ−→ TUL(n, d)→ 0, (1.4)
where At(Θ) is called Atiyah algebra of the holomorphic line bundle Θ. Let
C(Θ) ⊂ At(Θ)∗ be the fibre bundle over UL(n, d) such that for every U ⊂ UL(n, d)
a holomorphic section of C(Θ)|U gives a holomorphic splitting of (1.4). Then the
two Ω1UL(n,d)-torsors C(Θ) and M′lc(n, L) on UL(n, d) are isomorphic. Finally, we
show that there is no non-constant algebraic function on M′lc(n, L), by showing the
following (see section (5) for the proof)
Theorem 1.4. Assume that genus(X) ≥ 3. Then
H0(C(Θ),OC(Θ)) = C. (1.5)
Since M′lc(n, L) ⊂ Mlc(n, L) is an open dense subset, Mlc(n, L) does not have
any non-constant algebraic function.
In the last section(6), we consider the moduli spaces Nlc(n, d) and N ′lc(n, d) of log-
arithmic connections with arbitrary residues and show the similar results as Theorem
1.1 and Theorem 1.2, see Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2. Consider the moduli spaces
Nlc(n, L) and N ′lc(n, L) of logarithmic connections singular over S with arbitrary
residues in the centre of gl(n,C), and let
V = {(α1, . . . , αm) ∈ Cm| nαj ∈ Z and d+ n
m∑
j=1
αj = 0}
Define a map
Φ : N ′lc(n, L)→ V (1.6)
by (E,D) 7→ (tr(Res(D, x1))/n, . . . , tr(Res(D, xm))/n). Then we show the following
[see section (6) for the proof].
Theorem 1.5. Any algebraic function on N ′lc(n, L) factors through the surjective
map Φ : N ′lc(n, L)→ V as defined in (1.6).
We also show the similar result for Nlc(n, L), see Theorem 6.5.
2. Preliminaries
We denote by S = x1+ · · ·+xm the reduced effective divisor on X associated to the
finite set S. Let Ω1X(log S) denote the sheaf of logarithmic differential 1-forms along
S, see [14]. The notion of logarithmic connection was introduced by P. Deligne in [8].
We recall the definition of logarithmic connection in a holomorphic vector bundle E
over X singular over S and residue of the logarithmic connection on the points of S.
Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle on X of rank n ≥ 1. We will denote the
fibre of E over any point x ∈ X by E(x).
A logarithmic connection on E singular over S is a C-linear map
D : E → E ⊗ Ω1X(logS) = E ⊗ Ω1X ⊗OX(S) (2.1)
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which satisfies the Leibniz identity
D(fs) = fD(s) + df ⊗ s, (2.2)
where f is a local section of OX and s is a local section of E.
Let D be a logarithmic connection in E singular over S. For any xβ ∈ S, the fiber
Ω1X ⊗OX(S)(xβ) is canonically identified with C by sending a meromorphic form to
its residue at xβ .
Let v ∈ E(xβ) be any vector in the fiber of E over xβ . Let U be an open set
around xβ and s : U → E be a holomorphic section of E over U such that s(xβ) = v.
Consider the following composition
Γ(U,E)→ Γ(U,E ⊗ Ω1X ⊗OX(S))→ E ⊗ Ω1X ⊗OX(S)(xβ) = E(xβ), (2.3)
where the equality is given because of the identification Ω1X ⊗OX(S)(xβ) = C.
Let t be a local coordinate at xβ on U such that t(xβ) = 0, that is, the coordinate
system (U, t) is centered at xβ and suppose that σ ∈ Γ(U,E) such that σ(xβ) = 0.
Then σ = tσ′ for some σ′ ∈ Γ(U,E). Now,
D(σ) = D(tσ′) = tD(σ′) + dt⊗ σ′
= tD(σ′) + t(
dt
t
⊗ σ′),
and D(σ)(xβ) = 0. Thus, we have a well defined endomorphism, denoted by
Res(D, xβ) ∈ End(E)(xβ) = End(E(xβ)) (2.4)
that sends v to D(s)(xβ). This endomorphism Res(D, xβ) is called the residue of
the logarithmic connection D at the point xβ ∈ S (see [8] for the details).
If D is a logarithmic connection in E singular over S and θ ∈ H0(X,Ω1X⊗End(E)),
then D + θ is also a logarithmic connection in E, singular over S. Also, we have
Res(D, xβ) = Res(D + θ, xβ),
for every xβ ∈ S.
Conversely, if D and D′ are two logarithmic connections on E singular over S with
Res(D, xβ) = Res(D
′, xβ), (2.5)
then D′ = D + θ, where θ ∈ H0(X,Ω1X ⊗ End(E)).
Thus, the space of all logarithmic connections D′ on a given holomorphic vector
bundle E singular over S, and satisfying (2.5) with D fixed, is an affine space for
H0(X,Ω1X ⊗ End(E)).
For each i = 1, . . . , m, fix λi ∈ Q such that nλi ∈ Z, where n is the rank of the
vector bundle E. By a pair (E,D) over X , we mean that
(1) E is a holomorphic vector bundle of degree d and rank n over X .
(2) D is a logarithmic connection in E singular over S with residues Res(D, xi) =
λi1E(xi) for all i = 1, . . . , m.
Then from [12], Theorem 3, we have
d+ n
m∑
j=1
λi = 0 (2.6)
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Lemma 2.1. Let (E,D) be a logarithmic connection on X. Suppose that F is a
holomorphic subbundle of E such that the restriction D′ = D|F of D to F is a
logarithmic connection in F singular over S. Then Res(D′, xj) = λj1F (xj) for all
j = 1, . . . , m.
Proof. Follows from the definition of residues. 
A logarithmic connectionD in a holomorphic vector bundle E is called irreducible
if for any holomorphic subbundle F of E with D(F ) ⊂ Ω1X(log S) ⊗ F , then either
F = E or F = 0.
Proposition 2.2. Let (E,D) be a logarithmic connection on X. Suppose that n and
d are mutually coprime. Then D is irreducible.
Proof. Let 0 6= F be a holomorphic subbundle of E of rank r invariant under D, that
is, D(F ) ⊂ F ⊗ Ω1X(log S). Set D′ = D|F . Then from Lemma 2.1, Res(D′, xi) =
λi1F (xi), and from [12] Theorem 3, we have
degree(F ) + r
m∑
i=1
λi = 0. (2.7)
From (2.6) and (2.7), we get that µ(F ) = µ(E). Since F is a subbundle of E, if
rank of F is less than rank of E, we get that n|d, which is a contradiction. Thus
F = E. 
3. The moduli space of logarithmic connections with fixed residues
We say two pairs (E,D) and (E ′, D′) of rank n and degree d are isomorphic if there
exists an isomorphism Φ : E → E ′ such that the following diagram
E
Φ

D
// E ⊗ Ω1X(log S)
Φ⊗1
Ω1
X
(logS)

E ′
D′
// E ′ ⊗ Ω1X(log S)
(3.1)
commutes.
LetMlc(n, d) denote the moduli space which parametrizes the isomorphic class of
pairs (E,D). ThenMlc(n, d) is a separated quasi-projective scheme over C [see [10],
Theorem 3.5].
Henceforth, we will assume following conditions
(1) d and n are mutually coprime.
(2) for each i = 1, . . . , m, λi ∈ Q such that nλi ∈ Z.
(3) d, n, λ1, ..., λm satisfies following relation
d+ n
m∑
i=1
λi = 0. (3.2)
Under the above condtions, from the Proposition 2.2, every logarithmic connection
(E,D) inMlc(n, d) is irreducible. Since the singular points ofMlc(n, d) corresponds
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to reducible logarithmic connections (see second paragraph on p.n. 790 of [5]), the
moduli space Mlc(n, d) is smooth.
The similar technique as in [17], Theorem 11.1, can be used to show thatMlc(n, d)
is an irreducible variety. Thus, altogether Mlc(n, d) is an irreducible smooth quasi-
projective variety over C.
From [[11] Theorem 2.8(A)],M′lc(n, d) is a Zariski open subset ofMlc(n, d). Since
Mlc(n, d) irreducible, M′lc(n, d) is dense.
Consider Mlc(n, L) as defined above. Then it is a closed subvariety of Mlc(n, d).
Moreover, M′lc(n, L) = Mlc(n, L) ∩ M′lc(n, d) is a Zariski open dense subset of
Mlc(n, L).
In particular, if we take L0 = ⊗mi=1OX(−nλixi) and DL0 the logarithmic connec-
tion defined by the de Rham differential, then DL0 is singular over S with residues
Res(DL0 , xi) = nλi for all i = 1, . . . , m. For this pair (L0, DL0) we denote the moduli
spaces Mlc(n, L) and M′lc(n, L) by Mlc(n, L0) and M′lc(n, L0) respectively.
Let X0 = X \S and x0 ∈ X0. Let Uj be a simply connected open set in X0 ∪{xj}
containing x0 and xj . Then π1(Uj \ {xj}, x0) ∼= Z, where 1 corresponds to the
anticlockwise loop around xj . We have a natural group homomorphism
hj : π1(Uj \ {xj}, x0)→ π1(X0, x0).
for all j = 1, . . . , m. Suppose that hj(1) = γj for all j = 1, . . . , m. Then π1(X0, x0)
admits a presentation with 2g+m generators a1, b1, . . . , ag, bg, γ1, . . . , γm with relation
Πgi=1[ai, bi]Π
m
j=1γj = 1.
Let (E,D) ∈ Mlc(n, L0). Then D determines a holomorphic (flat) connection on
the holomorphic vector bundle E|X0 restricted to X0. Since Res(D, xj) = λj1E(xj),
for j = 1, . . . , m, the image of γj under the monodromy representation is the n× n
diagonal matrix with exp(−2π√−1λj) (see [8], p.79, Proposition 3.11). Let Rg ⊂
Hom(π1(X0, x0), SL(n,C))denote the space of those representations ρ : π1(X0, x0)→
SL(n,C) such that ρ(γj) = exp(−2π
√−1λj)In×n for all j = 1, . . . , m, where In×n
denotes the n×n identity matrix. Since the logarithmic connection D is irreducible,
any representation in Rg is irreducible. Consider the action of SL(n,C) on Rg by
conjugation, that is, for any T ∈ SL(n,C) and ρ ∈ Rg the action is defined by
ρ.T = T−1ρT . Let Bg = Rg/SL(n,C) be the quotient space for the conjugation
action. The algebraic structure of Rg induces an algebraic structure on Bg. In
literature, Bg is known as Betti moduli space (for instance see [16], [17]) and it is
an irreducible smooth quasi-projective variety over C. Thus, we have a holomorphic
map
Φ :Mlc(n, L0)→ Bg (3.3)
sending (E,D) to the equivalence class of its monodromy representaion under the
conjugation action of SL(n,C).
For the inverse map of Φ, let ρ ∈ Bg. Let (Eρ,∇ρ) be the flat holomorphic vector
bundle over X0 associated to ρ. Then Eρ over X0 extends to a holomorphic vector
bundle Eρ over X , and the connection ∇ρ on Eρ extends to a connection ∇ρ such that
(Eρ,∇ρ) ∈Mlc(n, L0)[See [3], p.159, Theorem 4.4]. Thus, Φ is a biholomorphism.
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4. The Picard group of moduli space of logarithmic connections
Let
p :M′lc(n, d)→ U(n, d)
be the forgetful map which forgets its logarithmic structure as defined in (1.1).
Let E ∈ U(n, d). Then E is indecomposable. Since d, n satisfy equation (3.2),
from [4], Proposition 1.2, E admits a logarithmic connection D singular over S, with
residues Res(D, xj) = λj1E(xj) for all j = 1, . . . , m.
Thus, the pair (E,D) is in the moduli space M′lc(n, d), and hence p is surjective.
4.1. Torsors
We recall the definition of torsors and will show that the map p :M′lc(n, d)→ U(n, d)
is a Ω1U(n,d)-torsor on U(n, d), where Ω1U(n,d) denotes the holomorphic cotangent bun-
dle over U(n, d).
LetM be a connected complex manifold. Let π : V → M , be a holomorphic vector
bundle.
A V-torsor on M is a holomorphic fiber bundle p : Z →M , and holomorphic map
from the fiber product
ϕ : Z ×M V → Z
such that
(1) p ◦ ϕ = p ◦ pZ , where pZ is the natural projection of Z ×M V to Z,
(2) the map Z ×M V → Z ×M Z defined by pZ × ϕ is an isomorphism,
(3) ϕ(ϕ(z, v), w) = ϕ(z, v + w).
Proposition 4.1. The isomorphic classes of V-torsors over M are parametrized by
H1(M,V).
Proposition 4.2. Let p :M′lc(n, d)→ U(n, d) be the map as defined in (1.1). Then
M′lc(n, d) is a Ω1U(n,d)-torsor on U(n, d).
Proof. Let E ∈ U(n, d). Then p−1(E) ⊂M′lc(n, d) is an affine space for H0(X,Ω1X ⊗
End(E)) and the fiber of the cotangent bundle π : Ω1U(n,d) → U(n, d) at E is isomor-
phic to H0(X,Ω1X ⊗ End(E)), that is, Ω1U(n,d),E ∼= H0(X,Ω1X ⊗ End(E)). There is a
natural action of Ω1U(n,d),E on p
−1(E), that is,
Ω1U(n,d),E × p−1(E)→ p−1(E)
sending (ω,D) to ω + D. This action on the fibre is faithful and transitive. This
action will induce a holomorphic map on the fibre product
ϕ : Ω1U(n,d) ×U(n,d)M′lc(n, d)→M′lc(n, d), (4.1)
which satisfies the above conditions in the definition of the torsor.

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4.2. The Picard group of moduli space of logarithmic connection
Remark 4.3. Note that p : M′lc(n, d) → U(n, d) as defined in (1.1) is a fibre bun-
dle (not a vector bundle) with fibre p−1(E) which is an affine space modelled over
H0(X,Ω1X ⊗ End(E)). Moreover, from Proposition 4.2, M′lc(n, d) is a Ω1U(n,d)-torsor
on U(n, d). We know that the dual of an affine space (modelled over a vector space
over C) is a vector space over C, in the same spirit, the dual of a torsor is a vector
bundle. We use this fact to construct an algebraic vector bundle over U(n, d). For
another construction of this algebraic vector bundle over U(n, d), see the Remark 3.2
and the third paragraph on the p.n.792 in [5].
Proof of Theorem 1.1. For any E ∈ U(n, d), the fiber p−1(E) is an affine space
modelled on H0(X,Ω1X ⊗ End(E)). The dual
p−1(E)∨ = {ϕ : p−1(E)→ C | ϕ is an affine linear map}
is a vector space over C.
Let π : Ξ→ U(n, d) be the algebraic vector bundle such that for every Zariski open
subset U of U(n, d), a section of Ξ over U is an algebraic function f : p−1(U) → C
whose restriction to each fiber p−1(E), is an element of p−1(E)∨. Thus, a fiber
Ξ(E) = π−1(E) of Ξ at E ∈ U(n, d) is p−1(E)∨. Let (E,D) ∈ M′lc(n, d), and
define a map Φ(E,D) : p
−1(E)∨ → C, by Φ(E,D)(ϕ) = ϕ[(E,D)], which is nothing but
the evaluation map. Now, the kernel Ker(Φ(E,D)) defines a hyperplane in p
−1(E)∨
denoted by H(E,D). Let P(Ξ) be a projective bundle defined by hyperplanes in the
fiber p−1(E)∨, that is, we have π˜ : P(Ξ) → U(n, d) induced from π. Define a map
ι : M′lc(n, d) → P(Ξ) by sending (E,D) to the equivalence class of H(E,D), which
is clearly an open embedding. Set Y = P(Ξ) \ M′lc(n, d). Then π˜−1(E) ∩ Y is a
projective hyperplane in π˜−1(E) for every E ∈ U(n, d), and hence Y is a hyperplane
at infinity. This completes the proof. 
The techniques used in the proof of the following theorem are adopted from the
proof of the Theorem 3.1 in [5].
Proof of Theorem 1.2. First we show that p∗ in (1.2) is injective. Let ξ → U(n, d)
be an algebraic line bundle such that p∗ξ is a trivial line bundle over M′lc(n, d).
Giving a trivialization of p∗ξ is equivalent to giving a nowhere vanishing section of
p∗ξ over M′lc(n, d). Fix s ∈ H0(M′lc(n, d), p∗ξ) a nowhere vanishing section. Take
any point E ∈ U(n, d). Then,
s|p−1(E) : p−1(E)→ ξ(E)
is a nowhere vanishing map. Notice that p−1(E) ∼= CN and ξ(E) ∼= C, where
N = n2(g − 1) + 1. Now, any nowhere vanishing algebraic function on an affine
space CN is a constant function, that is, s|p−1(E) is a constant function and hence
corresponds to a non-zero vector αE ∈ ξ(E). Since s is constant on each fiber of
p, the trivialization s of p∗ξ descends to a trivialization of the line bundle ξ over
U(n, d), and hence giving a nowhere vanishing section of ξ over U(n, d). Thus, ξ is a
trivial line bundle over U(n, d). The surjectivity of p∗ follows from the Theorem 1.1
and the fact that Pic(P(Ξ)) ∼= π˜∗Pic(U(n, d))⊕ ZOP(Ξ)(1).

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5. Algebraic functions on the moduli space
Let Ω1
UL(n,d)
denote the holomorphic cotangent bundle on UL(n, d). Then, we have
following proposition.
Proposition 5.1. Let p0 : M′lc(n, L) → UL(n, d) be the map as defined in (1.3).
Then M′lc(n, L) is a Ω1UL(n,d)-torsor on UL(n, d).
Proof. First note that for anyE ∈ UL(n, d), the holomorphic cotangent space Ω1UL(n,d),E
at E is isomorphic to H0(X,Ω1X ⊗ ad(E)), where ad(E) ⊂ End(E) is the subbundle
consists of endomorphism of E whose trace is zero. Also, p−10 (E) is an affine space
modelled over H0(X,Ω1X ⊗ ad(E)). Thus, there is a natural action of Ω1UL(n,d),E on
p−10 (E), that is,
Ω1UL(n,d),E × p−10 (E)→ p−10 (E)
sending (ω,D) to ω +D, which is faithful and transitive. 
Proposition 5.2. There exists an algebraic vector bundle π : Ξ′ → UL(n, d) such
that M′lc(n, L) is embedded in P(Ξ′) with P(Ξ′) \ M′lc(n, L) as the hyperplane at
infinity.
Proof. See the proof of the Theorem 1.1. 
Proposition 5.3. The homomorphism p∗0 : Pic(UL(n, d))→ Pic(M′lc(n, L)) defined
by ξ 7→ p∗0ξ is an isomorphism of groups.
Proof. See the proof of the Theorem 1.2. 
Now, from [13], Proposition 3.4, (ii), we have Pic(UL(n, d)) ∼= Z. Thus, in view of
Proposition 5.3, we have
Pic(M′lc(n, L)) ∼= Z. (5.1)
Let Θ be the ample generator of the group Pic(UL(n, d)). We have the symbol
exact sequence for the holomorphic line bundle Θ given as follows,
0→ EndOUL(n,d)(Θ)
ı−→ Diff 1(Θ,Θ) σ−→ TUL(n, d)⊗ EndOUL(n,d)(Θ)→ 0, (5.2)
where Diff 1(Θ,Θ) denotes the sheaf of first order holomorphic differential operator
from Θ to itself, and TUL(n, d) is the holomorphic tangent bundle over UL(n, d).
Since Θ is a holomorphic line bundle, the symbol exact sequence (5.2) becomes (1.4)
because in that case At(Θ) = Diff 1(Θ,Θ), for more details see [1], [6].
Dualising the exact sequence (1.4), we get following exact sequence,
0→ Ω1UL(n,d)
σ∗−→ At(Θ)∗ ı∗−→ OUL(n,d) → 0 (5.3)
Consider OUL(n,d) as trivial line bundle UL(n, d)×C. Let s : UL(n, d)→ UL(n, d)×C
be a holomorphic map defined by E 7→ (E, 1). Then s is a holomorphic section of
the trivial line bundle UL(n, d)× C.
Let S = Im(s) ⊂ UL(n, d) × C be the image of s. Then S → UL(n, d) is a
fibre bundle. Consider the inverse image ı∗−1S ⊂ At(Θ)∗, and denote it by C(Θ).
Then for every open subset U ⊂ UL(n, d), a holomorphic section of C(Θ)|U over U
gives a holomorphic splitting of (1.4). For instance, suppose γ : U → C(Θ)|U is
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a holomorphic section. Then γ will be a holomorphic section of At(Θ)∗|U over U ,
because C(Θ) = ı∗−1S ⊂ At(Θ)∗. Since γ ◦ ı = ı∗(γ) = 1U , so we get a holomorphic
splitting γ of (1.4). Thus, Θ|U admits a holomorphic connection. Conversely, given
any holomorphic splitting of (1.4) over an open subset U ⊂ UL(n, d), we get a
holomorphic section of C(Θ)|U .
Let
ψ : C(Θ)→ UL(n, d) (5.4)
be the canonical projection. Then using the short exact sequence (5.3), C(Θ) is a
Ω1UL(n,d)-torsor on UL(n, d)
Proposition 5.4. There is an isomorphism of algebraic varieties
f : C(Θ)→M′lc(n, L) (5.5)
such that p0 ◦ f = ψ, where p0 and ψ are defined in (1.3) and (5.4) respectively.
Proof. From the Proposition 4.1, isomorphism class of Ω1UL(n,d)-torsors over UL(n, d)
is given by a cohomology class in H1(UL(n, d),Ω1UL(n,d)).
Let α, β ∈ H1(UL(n, d),Ω1UL(n,d)) be the cohomology class corresponding to C(Θ)
and M′lc(n, L) respectively. Since the dimC(H1(UL(n, d),Ω1UL(n,d))) = 1, there exists
c ∈ C such that β = c α. Thus, C(Θ) andM′lc(n, L) are isomorphic as a fibre bundle
over UL(n, d). Now, to complete the proof, it is sufficient to show that α 6= 0 and
β 6= 0. Θ being an ample line bundle, its first Chern class c1(Θ) 6= 0 and α = c1(Θ).
From [7], Theorem 2.11, we conclude that β 6= 0.

Let αj ∈ Q, for j = 1, . . . , m, such that nαj ∈ Z and d + n
∑m
j=1 αj = 0. Fix a
holomorphic line bundle L of degree d, and fix a logarithmic connection D′L on L
singular over S with residues Res(D′L, xj) = nαj for j = 1, . . . , m.
Let Vlc(n, L) denote the moduli space parametrising all pairs (E,D) such that
(1) E is a holomorphic vector bundle of rank n over X with
∧nE ∼= L.
(2) D is a logarithmic connection on E singular over S with Res(D, xi) =
αi1E(xi), for every i = 1, . . . , m.
(3) the logarithmic connection on
∧nE induced by D coincides with the given
logarithmic connection D′L on L.
Let V ′lc(n, L) denote the subset of Vlc(n, L) whose underlying vector bundle is stable.
From Proposition 5.4, we have
Corollary 5.5. There is an isomorphism between M′lc(n, L) and V ′lc(n, L).
Proof. From above Proposition 5.4 both the varieties are isomorphic to C(Θ). 
Corollary 5.6. Mlc(n, L) and Vlc(n, L) are birationally equivalent.
Proof. SinceMlc(n, L) and Vlc(n, L) being irreducible quasi-projective varieties over
C, and M′lc(n, L) and V ′lc(n, L) are dense open subset of Mlc(n, L) and Vlc(n, L),
respectively. From Corollary 5.5, we are done.

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We will show that M′lc(n, L) does not admit any algebraic function. In view of
Proposition 5.4, it is enough to show that C(Θ) does not have any non constant
algebraic function. The proof of the Theorem 1.4 is very similar to the proof of the
Theorem 4.3 in [5].
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let At(Θ) be the Atiyah bundle over UL(n, d) associated
to ample line bundle Θ as described in (1.4), and P(At(Θ)) be the projectivization
of At(Θ), that is, P(At(Θ)) parametrises hyperplanes in At(Θ). Let P(TUL) be the
projectivization of the tangent bundle TUL(n, d). Notice that P(TUL) is a subvariety
of P(At(Θ)), and P(TUL) is the zero locus of the of a section of the tautological line
bundle OP(At(Θ))(1). Now, observe that C(Θ) = P(At(Θ)) \P(TUL). Then we have
H0(C(Θ),OC(Θ)) = lim−→
k
H0(PAt(Θ),OPAt(Θ)(k)) = lim−→
k
H0(UL(n, d),SkAt(Θ)) (5.6)
where SkAt(Θ) denotes the k-th symmetric powers of At(Θ). Consider the symbol
operator
σ : At(Θ)→ TUL(n, d) (5.7)
given in (1.4). This induces a morphism
Sk(σ) : SkAt(Θ)→ SkTUL(n, d) (5.8)
of k-th symmetric powers. Now, because of the following composition
Sk−1At(Θ) = OUL(n,d) ⊗ Sk−1At(Θ) →֒ At(Θ)⊗ Sk−1At(Θ)→ SkAt(Θ),
we have
Sk−1At(Θ) ⊂ SkAt(Θ) for all k ≥ 1. (5.9)
Thus, we get a short exact sequence of vector bundles over UL(n, d),
0→ Sk−1At(Θ)→ SkAt(Θ) S
k(σ)−−−→ SkTUL(n, d)→ 0. (5.10)
In other words, we get a filtration
0 ⊂ S0At(Θ) ⊂ S1At(Θ) ⊂ . . . ⊂ Sk−1At(Θ) ⊂ SkAt(Θ) ⊂ . . . (5.11)
such that
SkAt(Θ)/Sk−1At(Θ) ∼= SkTUL(n, d) for all k ≥ 1. (5.12)
Above filtration in (5.11) gives following increasing chain of C-vector spaces
H0(UL(n, d),OUL(n,d)) ⊂ H0(UL(n, d),S1At(Θ)) ⊂ . . . (5.13)
To prove (4.2), it is enough to show that
H0(UL(n, d),Sk−1At(Θ)) ∼= H0(UL(n, d),SkAt(Θ)) for all k ≥ 1. (5.14)
Since,
SkAt(Θ)
Sk−2At(Θ)
∼= S
kTUL(n, d)
Sk−1TUL(n, d) ,
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we have following commutative diagram
0 // Sk−1At(Θ)

// SkAt(Θ)

Sk(σ)
// SkTUL(n, d)

// 0
0 // Sk−1TUL(n, d) // SkAt(Θ)Sk−2At(Θ) // SkTUL(n, d) // 0
(5.15)
which gives rise to a following commutative diagram of long exact sequences
· · · // H0(UL(n, d),SkTUL(n, d))

δ′
k
// H1(UL(n, d),Sk−1At(Θ))

// · · ·
· · · // H0(UL(n, d),SkTUL(n, d)) δk // H1(UL(n, d),Sk−1TUL(n, d)) // · · ·
(5.16)
To show (5.14), it is enough to prove that the boundary operator δ′k is injective for
all k ≥ 1, which is equivalent to showing that the boundary operator
δk : H
0(UL(n, d),SkTUL(n, d))→ H1(UL(n, d),Sk−1TUL(n, d)) (5.17)
is injective for every k ≥ 1.
Now, we will describe δk using the first Chern class c1(Θ) ∈ H1(UL(n, d), T ∗UL(n, d))
of the ample line bundle Θ over UL(n, d) .The cup product with kc1(Θ) gives rise to
a homomorphism
µ : H0(UL(n, d),SkTUL(n, d))→ H1(UL(n, d),SkTUL(n, d)⊗ T ∗UL(n, d)) (5.18)
Also, we have a canonical homomorphism of vector bundles
β : SkTUL(n, d)⊗ T ∗UL(n, d)→ Sk−1TUL(n, d)
which induces a morphism of C-vector spaces
β∗ : H1(UL(n, d),SkTUL(n, d)⊗ T ∗UL(n, d))→ H1(UL(n, d),Sk−1TUL(n, d)). (5.19)
So, we get a morphism
µ˜ = β∗ ◦ µ : H0(UL(n, d),SkTUL(n, d))→ H1(UL(n, d),Sk−1TUL(n, d)). (5.20)
Then µ˜ = δk. It is sufficient to show that µ˜ is injective.
Moreover, we have natural projection
η : T ∗UL(n, d)→ UL(n, d) (5.21)
and
η∗η
∗OUL(n,d) = ⊕k≥0SkTUL(n, d). (5.22)
Thus, we have
Hj(T ∗UL(n, d),OT ∗UL(n,d)) = ⊕k≥0Hj(UL(n, d),SkTUL(n, d)) for all j ≥ 0. (5.23)
Now, we use Hitchin fibration to compute Hj(T ∗UL(n, d),OT ∗UL(n,d)). Let
h : T ∗UL(n, d)→ Bn = ⊕ni=2H0(X,KiX) (5.24)
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be the Hitchin map defined by sending a pair (E, φ) to
∑n
i=1 trace(φ
i). Notice
that the base of the Hithcin map h in (5.24) is a vector space over C of dimension
n2(g − 1) + 1.
Let b ∈ Bn. Then h−1(b) = A \ F , where A is some abelian variety and F is a
subvariety of A with codim(F,A) ≥ 3 (for more details see [2], [9]), and we will be
using this fact showing that µ˜ is injective.
Let g : T ∗UL(n, d) → C be an algebaric function. Then its restriction g|h−1(b) :
h−1(b)→ C to h−1(b) for every b ∈ Bn is an algebraic function. Since codim(A,F) ≥
3, g|−1h (b) extended to a unique algebraic function g˜ : A → C. A being an abelian
variety, g˜ is a constant function. Thus, on each fibre h−1(b), g is constant, and hence
gives an algebraic function on Bn.
Set B = d(H0(Bn,OBn)) ⊂ H0(Bn,Ω1Bn) the space of all exact algebraic 1-form.
Define a map
θ : H0(T ∗UL(n, d),OT ∗UL(n,d))→ B (5.25)
by t 7→ dg, where g is the function which is defined by descent of t. Then θ is an
isomorphism.
From (5.23) and (5.25), we have
θ : ⊕k≥0H0(UL(n, d),SkTUL(n, d))→ B (5.26)
which is an isomorphism.
Let Th = TT ∗UL(n,d)/Bn = Ker(dh) be the relative tangent sheaf on T ∗UL(n, d),
where dh : T (T ∗UL(n, d))→ h∗TBn morphism of bundles.
Note that H0(Bn,Ω
1
Bn) ⊂ H0(T ∗UL(n, d), Th), and hence from (5.26), we have an
injective homomorphism
ν : B = ⊕k≥0θ(H0(UL(n, d),SkTUL(n, d)))→ H0(T ∗UL(n, d), Th). (5.27)
Consider the morphism
H0(T ∗UL(n, d), Th) → H1(T ∗UL(n, d), Th ⊗ T ∗T ∗UL(n, d)) defined by taking cup
product with the first Chern class c1(η
∗Θ) ∈ H1(T ∗UL(n, d), T ∗T ∗UL(n, d)).
Using the pairing Th ⊗ T ∗T ∗UL(n, d)→ OT ∗UL(n,d), we get a homomorphism
ψ : H0(T ∗UL(n, d), Th)→ H1(T ∗UL(n, d),OT ∗UL(n,d)) (5.28)
Since c1(η
∗Θ) = η∗(c1Θ), we have
kψ ◦ ν ◦ θ(ωk) = µ˜(ωk), (5.29)
for all ωk ∈ H0(UL(n, d),SkTUL(n, d))). Since ν and θ are injective homomorphisms,
it is enough to show that ψ|ν(B) is injective homomorphism. Let ω ∈ B \ {0} be a
non-zero exact 1-form. Choose b ∈ Bn such that ω(b) 6= 0. As previously discussed
h−1(b) = A \ F , where A is an abelian variety and F is a subvariety of A such
that codim(F,A) ≥ 3. Now, ψ(ν(ω)) ∈ H1(T ∗UL(n, d),OT ∗UL(n,d)) and we have
restriction map H1(T ∗UL(n, d),OT ∗UL(n,d)) → H1(h−1(b),Oh−1(b)). Since ω(b) 6= 0,
ψ(ν(ω)) ∈ H1(h−1(b),Oh−1(b)). Because of the following isomorphisms
H1(h−1(b),Oh−1(b)) ∼= H1(A,OA) ∼= H0(A, TA),
it follows that ψ(ν(ω)) 6= 0. This completes the proof.

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Since M′lc(n, L) is a open dense subset of Mlc(n, L), we have following
Corollary 5.7. H0(Mlc(n, L),OMlc(n,L)) = C.
Now, for the pair (L0, DL0) where L0 = ⊗mi=1OX(−nλixi) and DL0 the logarithmic
connection defined by the de Rham differential as described in section (3), consider
the moduli space Mlc(n, L0). We show that the moduli space Mlc(n, L0) admits
non-constant holomorphic functions. Consider the Betti moduli space Bg described
in section (3), which is an affine variety.
Let γj ∈ π1(X0, x0). Define a function fjk : Bg → C by ρ 7→ trace(ρ(γj)k) for
k ∈ N. Then fjk are non-constant algebraic functions on Bg for j = 1, . . . , m and
k ∈ N. Thus Mlc(n, L0) is not isomorphic to Bg as algebraic varieties.
SinceMlc(n, L0) is biholomorphic to Bg, fjk◦Φ :Mlc(n, L0)→ C are non-constant
holomorphic functions for all j = 1, . . . , m and k ∈ N.
6. The Moduli space of logarithmic connection with arbitrary
residues
Let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus(g) ≥ 3 and S = {x1, . . . , xm} be a
subset of distinct points of X as in section (2). By a pair (E,D) over X , we mean
that
(1) E is a holomorphic vector bundle over X of degree d and rank n.
(2) n and d are mutually coprime.
(3) D is a logarithmic connection in E singular over S.
We call such a pair (E,D) logarithmic connection on X singular over S.
Now, given such a pair (E,D), from [12], Theorem 3, we have
d+
m∑
j=1
tr(Res(D, xj)) = 0, (6.1)
where Res(D, xj) ∈ End(E(xj)), for all j = 1, . . . , m.
Let Nlc(n, d) be the moduli space which parametrises isomorphism class of pairs
(E,D). Then Nlc(n, d) is a separated quasi-projective scheme over C (see [10]). Let
N ′lc(n, d) be a subset of Nlc(n, d), whose underlying vector bundle is stable. Let
(E,D) and (E,D′) be two points in N ′lc(n, d). Then
D −D′ ∈ H0(X,End(E)⊗ Ω1X(log S)). (6.2)
Next, for θ ∈ H0(X,End(E) ⊗ Ω1X(log S)), we have (E,D + θ) ∈ N ′lc(n, d). Notice
the difference between the affine spaces when residue is fixed and otherwise. Thus,
the space of all logarithmic connections D on a given stable vector bundle E singular
over S, is an affine space modelled over H0(X,End(E)⊗ Ω1X(logS)). Let
q : N ′lc(n, d)→ U(n, d) (6.3)
be the natural projection defined by sending (E,D) to E. Given E ∈ U(n, d). Choose
a set of complex numbers α1, . . . , αm which satisfies the following equation
d+ n
m∑
j=1
αj = 0. (6.4)
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Since E is stable, from [4], Proposition 1.2, E admits a logarithmic connection D
singular over S. Thus, q is a surjective map, and dimension of each fibre q−1(E) is
n2(g − 1 +m). We have following result very similar to the Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 6.1. There exists an algebraic vector bundle π˜ : Ξ˜ → U(n, d) such that
N ′lc(n, d) is embedded in P(Ξ˜) with P(Ξ˜) \ N ′lc(n, d) as the hyperplane at infinity.
Proof. Proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Next, the morphism q defined in (6.3) induces a homomorphism
q∗ : Pic(U(n, d))→ Pic(N ′lc(n, d)) (6.5)
of Picard groups, that sends line bundle η over U(n, d) to a line bundle q∗η over
N ′lc(n, d) as described in subsection (4.2). Again, we record a result similar to the
Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 6.2. The homomorphism q∗ : Pic(U(n, d))→ Pic(N ′lc(n, d)) is an isomor-
phism of groups.
Proof. Proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
Now, fix a pair (L,DL), where L is a holomorphic vector bundle of degree d and
DL is a fixed logarithmic connections on L singular over S. Let Nlc(n, L) denote the
moduli space parametrising all pairs (E,D) such that
(1) E is a holomorphic vector bundle over X of rank n and degree d with
∧nE ∼=
L, and n and d are mutually coprime.
(2) D is a logarithmic connection in E singular over S withRes(D, xj) ∈ Z(gl(n,C)),
and tr(Res(D, xj)) ∈ Z, where Z(gl(n,C)) denotes the centre of gl(n,C).
(3) the logarithmic connection on
∧nE induced by D coincides with the given
logarithmic connection DL on L.
Then, Lemma (2.1) holds for such a pair (E,D), and by Proposition 2.2, (E,D) is
irreducible.
Let N ′lc(n, L) be the subset of Nlc(n, L) whose underlying vector bundle is stable.
Let
q0 : N ′lc(n, L)→ UL(n, d) (6.6)
be the natural projection sending (E,D) to E. Then, we have following results
similar to Proposition 5.2 and Proposition 5.3.
Proposition 6.3. There exists an algebraic vector bundle π : Ξ˜′ → UL(n, d) such that
N ′lc(n, L) is embedded in P(Ξ˜′) with P(Ξ˜′) \ N ′lc(n, L) as the hyperplane at infinity.
Proposition 6.4. The homomorphism q∗0 : Pic(UL(n, d)) → Pic(N ′lc(n, L)) defined
by ξ 7→ q∗0ξ is an isomorphism of groups.
Note that q0 : N ′lc(n, L) → UL(n, d) is not a Ω1UL(n,d)-torsor, and therefore we
cannot apply the same technique as in previous section(5) to compute the algebraic
functions on N ′lc(n, L).
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Next, let
V = {(α1, . . . , αm) ∈ Cm| nαj ∈ Z and d+ n
m∑
j=1
αj = 0}
Define a map
Φ : N ′lc(n, L)→ V (6.7)
by (E,D) 7→ (tr(Res(D, x1))/n, . . . , tr(Res(D, xm))/n).
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let (α1, . . . , αm) ∈ V . Then Φ−1((α1, . . . , αm)) is the
moduli space of logarithmic connections with fixed residues αj1E(xj), which is isomor-
phic to M′lc(n, L) follows from Corollary 5.5. Let g : N ′lc(n, d) → C be an algebraic
function. Then g restricted to each fibre of Φ is an algebraic function on the moduli
space isomorphic to M′lc(n, L). Now, from Theorem 1.4, g is constant on each fibre
and thus defining a function from V → C. This completes the proof. 
Similarly, we define a map
Ψ : Nlc(n, L)→ V (6.8)
by (E,D) 7→ (tr(Res(D, x1))/n, . . . , tr(Res(D, xm))/n). We have following
Theorem 6.5. Any algebraic function on Nlc(n, L) factor through the surjective map
Ψ : Nlc(n, L)→ V as defined in (6.8).
Proof. Let g : Nlc(n, L)→ C be an algebraic function. Then restriction of g to each
fibre of Ψ is a constant function, follows from Corollary 5.7, and hence defining a
function from V → C. 
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